Franklin Phonetic Primary School
Sunnyslope

Mrs. McPherson
602-870-6674, ext 503

Third
Grade
Class
https://www.franklinphoneticschoolsunnyslope.com/home
Week 22: Week of January 25-29, 2021

A Peek at Our Week
Health:
None Due to 1:00 pm Release Time
History/Science/Social Studies:
The Southeast Region of the United States (MondayFriday)

Upcoming Events
February 5th Progress Reports
February 15th NO SCHOOL President’s Day
March 12th Early Release
March 15-19 Spring Break

Language:
Subjects and Predicates
Reading:
“A Butterfly Above the Rest” (Monday)
“Stretching Sentences” (Tuesday)
“Sandstone Giant” (Wednesday)
“Who Invented Potato Chips?” (Thursday)
“Double It Up” (Friday)

Math:
Multiplication, patterns, Estimation, Fractions, Word
Problems, Time, Subtraction, Parallel Line Segments,
Writing:
Write Your Own Sentences (Friday)

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Please send scissors to
school with your student
to keep in their desk. They
also need to each have a
self-contained pencil
sharpener for their desk.

Homework
Monday:
Spelling Words:
justice, just, gentleman, gentle, enclose, await,
suppose, wonderful, forward, backward, toward
Phonograms: j, ai, p, f, w, ar, e, ti, ck, a
Math: attached math paper

Tuesday:
Spelling Words:
although, prompt, attempt, whose, who,
statement, state, perhaps, their, they
Phonograms: ough, m, er, t, wh, ei, th, r, ey, l
Math: attached math paper

Wednesday:
Spelling Words:
imprison, written, writ, arrange, ankle, appears,
bracelet, brace, breathe, breath
Phonograms: eo, c, k, ea, wr, b, gi, I, s, n
Math: attached math paper

Thursday:
Spelling words and phonograms missed on
practice tests and definitions for 10 spelling words
Math: attached math paper

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

All students need to have a pair of scissors at their desk
and a self-contained pencil sharpener at their desk

Book Reports
are Due!!!
SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Please send disinfectant
wipes for your students to
clean off their desks after
meals; anything but lemon
scent is good. (I am very
allergic to the lemon ones.)

!
,

Some of our students have
been continuing to write their
papers very sloppy, which
makes it very hard for us to
read them to grade.
If they are not writing their
tall letters tall, crossing their “t”
high (not plus signs), and if their
“r” and “s” letters are too tall, I
will take off ½ point for these
not being written correctly, as
well as capital letters in the
wrong places on papers I
grade.)

.

You can reach me at:
marguerite.mcpherson@fppsphoenix.net
Your students will start learning cursive writing this quarter, but if their printing is
sloppy, it will make learning cursive very difficult for them. We will be going over
Spalding letter formation for printing before we learn the corresponding cursive
letters because Spalding makes this transition easier to do and learn.

